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Today’s session

What will be covered

This session is about:

● Representing Neural Networks as topological objects:

○ to compare them and understand them

○ to analyze the learning process of the network and the impact of the hyperparameters

○ to apply these techniques to industrial models

○ to understand what advances are being done in this area

○ to be able to continue this research
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Introduction

Topology

Why?

We want to study the geometric properties of our data.

How to study the data?

● Understanding it.
● Comparing it.
● Analyzing its evolution.

What data?

● From 1D to ND vectors (feature vectors, images, temporal sequences and so on…).
● Graphs.
● Models (they are data too!).
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Introduction

Persistent Homology I

Why now?

● It was computationally infeasible before.
● Lack of libraries until now. (+ directed flag complexes)
● Now we have large amounts of data.
● Use of GPUs
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Introduction

Persistent Homology II
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Introduction

Directed flag complexes
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Introduction

Representing Diagrams (I)

List of triplets: (dimension, birth, death)
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Introduction

Representing Diagrams (II)
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Introduction

Comparing Diagrams

Wasserstein distance

Stability to changes.
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Introduction

Neural Networks: structure

Text

Image

Numbers

...

Text

Image

Numbers

...

Numbers Numbers

How does a Neural Network work intuitively in code? - Steven Gong
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Introduction

Neural Networks: structure

How does a Neural Network work intuitively in code? - Steven Gong

Neural Networks:

- Are a computational graph.

- Approximate a function.

- Are differentiable.

- Allow representing data of various types.

- Are customizable.

Latent question: what is the impact of the data on the 

process of learning?
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Introduction

Neural Networks: learning

Provide a prediction traversing the graph forward.

Learn propagating the error backwards (i.e. 
Stochastic Gradient Descent).

Universal function approximation.

Latent question: How are the weights and the 
Neural Network structure updated after each 
batch iteration?
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Introduction

Neural Networks: problems

The main problem of Neural Networks are hyperparameters. Everything is a hyperparameter.

- Learning rate.

- Dropout.

- Weight regularization (L1, L2).

- Initialization.

- Topology/Architecture (number of layers, number of neurons).

- Activation functions.

- Early Stopping.

- ...

Infinite search space…

We cannot explore all the space of combinations. Yet, depending on the problem, functions learnt might produce similar results.

Latent question: Given two neural networks how would you know if they behave similarly?
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Neural Network Representation

Introduction

We need a topological representation of our Neural Network to perform Persistent Homology computations.

We need this representation to be

● Complete

○ All the operations of the network are kept.

○ Local dependencies and long dependencies are taken into account.

● Univocal.

○ We can not obtain this representation from other network.

● Memory efficient.

● Fast to compute.

● Robust to trivial simetries.
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Neural Network Representation

Other Works: activations (I)

How does a Neural Network work intuitively in code? - Steven Gong

Recall activations

Data sample Prediction

Different intensities
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Neural Network Representation

Other Works: activations (II)

How does a Neural Network work intuitively in code? - Steven Gong

Data sample Prediction

Activation matrix
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Neural Network Representation

Other Works: activations (III)

Activation matrix

Covariance matrix abs. operation
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Neural Network Representation

Other Works: activations  (IV)

How does a Neural Network work intuitively in code? - Steven Gong
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Neural Network Representation

Other Works: activations  (V)

Advantages:

● Architecture independent.

● Easy to compute.

● Efficient in memory usage.

Disadvantages:

● Need to pass data through the network.

● How much data?

● It is not the same to pass {training, validation, testing} data.

● The subset may not be representative.

● Topology/Structure of network is not taken into account.

● Activations may not be enough.

● Operations are not supported.

● Not robust to trivial simetries. (i.e. Complex figures can be created by adding identity layers). ⇒ Can not be used for 

comparing neural networks.
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Neural Network Representation

Our Work (I)

Negative weights

Positive weights
Implementation: 
https://github.com/asier-gutierrez/nn-similarity/blob/main/graph.py#L13 

https://github.com/asier-gutierrez/nn-similarity/blob/main/graph.py#L13
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Neural Network Representation

Our Work (II)

Advantages:

● Complete weight representation.

● No need of data.

● Natural topology/structure of network is taken into account.

● Simple and intuitive.

● Accurate representation. (We will see results later)

Disadvantages:

● Operations not captured.

● Not all the architectures are covered. (We are working on this)
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Neural Network Representation

Lessons learnt

Lessons learnt:

● There is no a perfect representation solution... but this might be fine as we capture more information during the 

implementation effort.

○ Different libraries/frameworks.

○ Different architectures.

● We should not use data for the representation.

● We should avoid a representation in a form of multiplex network. (PH cannot be applied)

● Use directed graphs as they contain stronger topological insights. Schematic example of a multiplex 
network. Alessandro Di Stefano, 
Marialisa Scatà, Aurelio La Corte, 
Pietro Liò, Emanuele Catania, 
Ermanno Guardo, Salvatore 
Pagano
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Filtration using our representation

Filtration applied to an MLP

Input layer

Output layer

Hidden layer
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Architecture comparability (I)

We want to know whether two different neural networks are similar:

We want to:

● Discover similar architectures.

○ We could create better Neural Architecture Search approaches.

● Discover similar functions.

● Understand what the Persistent Homology captures from Neural Networks.

● Understand the latent structure of the learning of the neural networks. Do they learn always ‘the same’ (for the 

same problem)?

Latent question: Two neural networks with different architectures, trained on the same problem, must look alike in 

this new topological representation?
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Architecture comparability (II)

Our experiments include different:

● datasets.

● hyperparameters.

● runs (5 for each dataset - hyperparameter). Recall: different neural network initialization.

● distance functions.

The process followed:

Pick a dataset, pick a hyperparameter configuration, for i in range(5) train the network and save it.

3 distance functions, 5 initializations, 19 combinations. (X distance functions, Y initializations, Z combinations)

We compute distance X on Y initialization for Z combinations. We obtain X by Y number of matrices of Z by Z 

comparisons. Then we average.
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Architecture comparability (III)

Is there another way to compare neural networks? Yes…

1. Obtaining graphs’ adjacency matrix.

2. Computing a distance.

a. Frobenius norm.

b. 1-norm.

c. Other methods that try to minimize the distance (NP-Hard): Permutations 

d. Eigenfunctions

e. ...

Latent question: What happens with different architectures?
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Results on Architecture comparability (I)

For other methods results are ...

Frobenius norm 1-norm
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Results on Architecture comparability (II)

For other methods results are ...

Frobenius norm (std) 1-norm (std)
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Results on Architecture comparability (III)

For other methods results are negative:

● may appear to be positive but they have large distance across the examples.

● have large standard deviation.

The method by itself is not useful as you can not compare different neural network architectures.

Conclusion (pick one): 

A. Neural networks do not learn a structure.

B. In different runs, same neurons do not learn to do the same.
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Results on Architecture comparability (IV)

MNIST using Heat distance
Number Experiment Experiment index

1 Layer size 1-4

2 Number of layers 5-9

3 Input order (control 
experiment.)

10-14

4 Number of labels 15-19
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Results on Architecture comparability (V)

Is this a coincidence?

One could think that the same neural network trained for different 
problems contain the same structure.

Well, the response is no, it is not a coincidence.

To demonstrate this we compare the control experiments for the 
different datasets.

We show that the diagonal boxes are more similar.
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Persistent Homology and Neural Networks

Learning (I)

Previously we have seen that we are able to correctly characterize differences on the structure.

● Do these differences occur by chance?

● How do the difference evolve on the process of learning?

● Do the neural network evolve the same on epoch 1 as on epoch 10?

● How does the different regularization techniques affect the learning?

● Are the valid and loss curves enough?

● Can we measure the robustness of a network with respect to the hyperparameters?
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Persistent Homology

Learning (II)

Recall: neural network backpropagation (update) happens after each batch.

Similar to the experiments of similarity, our experiments include different (1) datasets (2) hyperparameters (3) runs (5 for 

each dataset - hyperparameter) (4) distance functions.

The process is as follows:
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Persistent Homology

Learning (III)
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Persistent Homology

Learning (IV)

We compare our curves with the validation score curve.

MNIST, Heat distance: control experiment. CIFAR10, Heat distance: dropout.
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Persistent Homology

Learning (V)

We compare our curves with the validation score curve.

CIFAR10, Heat distance: learning rate. CIFAR100, Silhouette distance: learning 
rate.
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Persistent Homology

Use cases (I)

Right now:

● Introduce the similarity metric to a Neural Architecture Search method.

● Monitor the learning process with an additional metric.

● Better select your hyperparameters.

● Better select your architecture.

In the future:

● Enhance learning methods.

● Trivially select better hyperparameters and architectures.

● Given the input data, obtain the best neural network architecture and parameters. (example: rotation invariant 

images).

● Enhance regularization techniques.
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Persistent Homology

Use cases (II)

Right now (not on NNs):

● Compare data:

○ graphs, time series, images, numbers...

● Understand input and output data. (Topological Data Analysis)

○ Understand time series. (Shapelet mining and comparison)

○ Understand images as the computer does.

○ Understand numeric impact.

○ Understand graphs. (Expanded graph descriptors)

● Compare evolution over the time:

○ Graphs, time series, etc.
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Persistent Homology

Libraries

Libraries:

● Giotto-TDA (python): The easiest one.
● Scikit-TDA (python).
● Ripser: used by Giotto-TDA.
● Ripser++: GPU version 30x speedup in case your data fits in the VRAM.
● Flagser: used by Giotto-TDA. Directed flag complex computations.

from gtda.homology import FlagserPersistence
MAXDIM = 4

def graphigs2vrs(graphs):
    flags = FlagserPersistence(directed=True, homology_dimensions=list(range(MAXDIM)))
    diagrams = flags.fit_transform([G.get_adjacency_sparse(attribute='weight') for G in graphs])
    return diagrams

graphs = # some graphs
diagrams = graphigs2vrs(graphs)

dist = PairwiseDistance(metric=’heat’, n_jobs=1, metric_params={'n_bins':200}).fit_transform(diagrams) # could 
be silhouette, landscape…
# code taken from https://github.com/asier-gutierrez/nn-similarity
# code taken from https://github.com/asier-gutierrez/nn-evolution 

https://github.com/asier-gutierrez/nn-similarity
https://github.com/asier-gutierrez/nn-evolution
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Conclusions

We have seen:

That neural networks might have similar behaviours as real ones:

● There is no locality at all and structures are hidden.

● A neuron firing in one place can affect another one that is very far.

● They are not ‘data dependant’.

Our representation method and the PH metrics used have been validated.

With PH we can compute differences that can help us to identify similar 

neural networks.

With PH we can analyze the process of learning and can help us understand

● how the architecture behaves

● how different hyperparameter configuration affects the process of learning.

PH captures pre-metric knowledge.



              

Thank you!
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Questions?
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Via email: asier.gutierrez@bsc.es

Via LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/asier-gutierrez-fandino/ 

mailto:asier.gutierrez@bsc.es
https://www.linkedin.com/in/asier-gutierrez-fandino/
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